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Low Frequency Instrument (“LFI”)
30, 44, 70 GHz
  
High Frequency Instrument (“HFI”)




Ariane 5 lifts off with Herschel and Planck on board on








Different detector technologies, different systematics
70 GHz 100 GHz 100 GHz – 70 GHz
  
  
To visibly see the difference between Planck and 
WMAP, let's decompose into band-limited maps
= + +
large-scale modes small-scale modes intermediate






























Comparison with WMAP:  what’s 
new?
Filtered to keep:   large scales
  







































Filtered to keep:   large scales
  
  
● Amplitude & spectral 
index of power-law 




● When reionization happens
CMB amplitude & tilt today
Optical depth 
to reionization
Angular size of 
sound horizon
The 6 Parameter ΛCDM Model
In ΛCDM, by definition, other parameters are fixed at their default values:
  
• Universe was very uniform  linear perturbation theory⇒
* I’ve neglected a “Hubble drag” term for simplicity in the above equations
External driving force (gravity)
  

















Even / odd peak height modulation
● Constant force  ⇒ offset









See more about this in talk 
by Rachel Beaton tomorrow. 
Also some tension with 
galaxy weak lensing...
  
Cloud of points: 
shifts from a suite 
of simulations
Orange line/dots: shifts 
seen in the data
In Planck LI (1608.02487), we examined the 
shifts between ℓ<800 and ℓ<2500 parameters
  
The overall significance 
of those shifts across 6 
parameters is 1.4σ. 
This significance of 
finding a biggest outlier 
as big as the one we 
found (           ).
  
What about splitting at a different ℓ 
or comparing low-ℓ vs high-ℓ?












  Today, about 10,000 active computers per month
  
  
130 node (8 CPU / node) cluster shared by ~10 
active people at my institute working on Planck
  
+hundreds more...
There’s a lot of room to grow….
  
One of the biggest projects, SETI@Home
  














































Much ongoing work in optimally removing this lensing 
contamination, e.g. MM, Anderes, & Wandelt 2017 (1708.06753) 
  
Conclusion
• The Planck mission 
– Planck agrees very well with simple 6 
parameter LCDM model
– Planck is internally consistent
• Cosmology@Home is a big and useful 
computing resource
• Lots of interesting CMB work looking 
forward
  
  
